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Figure S1. (a) Layer-by-layer patterns to generate the microfluidic channel for the mechanically 
transformative indwelling needle. Scar bar: (b) Schematic of the three-dimensional structure of 
the microfluidic channel. Notice that the opening is created on the side of the microfluidic 
channel to reduce the chance of blockage during implantation.

Figure S2. Optical image of a syringe barrel and indwelling needle assembly.
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Figure S3. Contact angle images of Ga droplets on the pristine (a) and Cu-coated (b) SIS 
substrates under the ambient conditions. The contact angles are 123 ± 2° on SIS substrate and 118 

± 1° on SIS/Cu substrate.

Figure S4. Stain-stress curve of the silicone elastomer (Dragon Skin 30) for encapsulation.

Figure S5. Optical image of a mechanically transformative mesh.
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Figure S6. Optical microscopy image of Cu patterns with different tapering angles as the 
templates for Ga needles. 

Figure S7. (a) Optical microscopy image of a representative Ga needle. (b) SEM image 
revealing a sharp needle with the tip size smaller than 5 μm.
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Figure S8. Optical images of mechanically transformative indwelling needle before (left) and 
after (right) injection with red aqueous solution through the attached microfluidic channel.

Figure S9. Optical images of a mechanically transformative needle inserted into a skin phantom 
(1% agarose gel) at the stiff state (left) and manipulated at the soft states (middle and right). The 
skin phantom is maintained at ~40 ℃ on a hot plate. The needle has been thoroughly frozen 
before the implantation. The implanted fraction of the needle is switched into the soft state with 
negligible transfer of mechanical stress to the skin phantom under external manipulations.
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Figure S10. Multiple uses of the mechanically transformative indwelling needle. Optical images 
showing the injection of dyed aqueous solution into a skin phantom (1% agarose gel) by a 
mechanically transformative indwelling needle at three sites. The skin phantom is maintained at 
~40 ℃ on a hot plate. The needle has been thoroughly frozen before each implantation. The 
implanted needle is easily pulled out at the soft state thanks to the elastomeric encapsulation.

Figure S11. Hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) stained cross-sections of mouse tails prepared at 1 h 
(left) and 15 days (right) after the implantations of mechanically transformative indwelling 
needles.


